TRIGON is a motor-driven,
remote-controlled Sun Sail, which
elegantly compliments any
architectural style.

TRIGON
expand your personal space
After 15 years and more than 6,000 installations, the originators have
re-invented the Sun Sail with TRIGON. Each detail a true work of design,
from the fastenings to the shaft, each component a tangible masterwork
from SunSquare and design wurz.
Expand your personal space into nature and
improve your quality of life.
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Choose your Sail: Choose from
one of three standard sizes or
have the Sail made to measure.

SunSquare the standard by
which all others
are measured
TRIOGN allows a plethora of installation
possibilities. The sail can be chosen from
three standard sizes or custom made,
providing up to 50m2 of shade. With its telescoping supports and divisible shaft, TRIGON
can be adapted to virtually any architectural
situation. Maximum safety is guaranteed by
a sail that rolls in automatically when wind
speeds exceed 40km/h. From the supplied
hand crank, which can be used to manually
close the sail in case of a power failure, to the
remarkable fastening elements, which function
ﬂawlessly, year after year – SunSquare’s
15 years of experience making Sun Sails is
contained in TRIGON.

Every component already
on hand: SunSquare TRIGON
components are produced
primarily of extruded, anodized
aluminum and are intended to
be kept in stock. This allows
for a fast installation, as well
as providing great value for
your money.

The Perfection
of SunSquare
products lies
in the details
With the purchase of a SunSquare Sun Sail,
you not only receive a beautiful shading
system, you also get a product that meets
the highest standards of workmanship and
manufacture. From the sail to the technical
components, only the ﬁnest materials are
used. Our credo – perfection, down to the
smallest detail.

Technology: A new form of Sun Sail
technology was developed – two
reversible sails and a triple-grooved
shaft provide unprecedented ﬂexibility
and ﬁne-tuning possibilities for
each installation.

SunSquare
continues to create new
„Visions of Shade“

With TRIGON, SunSquare takes
another bold step on their journey
to create new „Visions of Shade“.

Production
and Worldwide Distribution:
SunSquare Kautzky GmbH
www.sunsquare.com

Inventor
of the Sun Sail

